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Abstract 
 

 

In this paper, a novel for Query Translation and 

Expansion for enabling English/Arabic CLIR for both 

normal and OCR-Degraded Arabic Text model has 

been proposed, implemented, and tested. First, an 

English/Arabic Word Collocations Dictionary has 

been established plus reproducing three 

English/Arabic Single Words Dictionaries. Second, a 

modern Arabic Corpus has been built. Third, a model 

for simulating the Arabic OCR errors has been 

proposed. Forth, a comprehensive model for Query 

Translation and expansion is proposed. The model 

translates the Query from English to Arabic detecting 

and translating collocations, translating single words 

and transliterating names. It solves the replacement 

ambiguity then it expands the Arabic Query to handle 

the expected Arabic OCR errors. The proposed model 

gives high accuracy in translating the Queries from 

English to Arabic solving the translation and 

transliteration ambiguities and with orthographic 

query expansion, it gave high degree of accuracy in 

handling OCR errors. 

 

Keywords: Cross Language Information Retrieval, 
CLIR, Arabic OCR-Degraded Text, Arabic Corpus. 
  

1. Introduction 

 

The importance of CLIR appears clearly when we 

consider a case like the Library of Congress [1] which 

has more than 134 million items and approximately 

half of the library's book and serial collections are in 

460 languages other than English. When people like to 

retrieve the whole set of documents that represent 

some interest, they have to repeat search process in 

each language. Furthermore, as a big number of books 

and documents are available only in print especially 

the Arabic ones, they are not ‘full text’ searchable and 

they need applying the Arabic OCR process whose 

accuracy is far from perfect [47]. The goal of this 

paper is to enable users to query in English language 

against an Arabic OCR-Degraded Text. 

 

The outline of this paper is as follows: The previous 

work is reviewed in Section 2. The proposed work is 

presented in the next sections. Arabic words 

formalization, normalization and stemming are 

presented in Section 3. Corpus and Dictionaries are 

presented in Section 4 and 5. In Section 6 & 7 the 

work done for CLIR through Query Translation and 

expansion respectively is detailed, followed by the 

experimental results and the conclusions in Sections 8 

& 9. 

2. Previous Work 

2.1. Arabic Morphological Analysis for 

Information Retrieval (IR) 

Several researches have been done to check the effect 

of light stemming & root based stemming on IR like 

in [10] [11] and [12]. Al-Jilayl and Frieder concluded 

in [48] that light stemmer performs than root based 

stemmer (using enhanced version of Khoja root based 

stemmer [49]). The effect of either stemming 

techniques on Information Retrieval was better than 

no stemming at all.  The same result has also been 

concluded by Larkey et al. in [50]. 

2.2. Arabic Corpus 

As per Hunston in [28], thhe construction and use of 

text corpora is continuing to increase [28]. Several 

research efforts has been done in this field like 

Kharashi & Evens in [10], Hmeidi et al in [29], 

Goweder A and De Roeck A. in [30] and  Darwish et 

al. in [45].  

2.3. CLIR   

In CLIR, either documents or queries are translated. 

There are three main approaches to CLIR: Machine 

Translation (MT), Comparable or Parallel Corpus, and 

Machine Readable Dictionaries.  

 

MT systems seek to translate queries from one human 

language to another by using context. Disambiguation 

in MT systems is based on syntactic analysis. Usually, 

user queries are a sequence of words without proper 

syntactic structure [14]. Therefore, the performance of 

current MT systems in general language translations 

make MT less than satisfactory for CLIR [15].  
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In corpus-based methods, queries are translated on the 

basis of the terms that are extracted from parallel or 

comparable document collections. Dunning and Davis 

used a Spanish-English parallel corpus and 

evolutionary programming for query translation [16]. 

Landauer and Littman [17] introduced a method called 

Cross Language- Latent Semantic Indexing (CL-LSI), 

and requires a parallel corpus. Unlike parallel 

collection, comparable collections are aligned based 

on a similar theme [18].  

 

Dictionary-based methods perform query translation 

by looking up terms on a bilingual dictionary and 

building a target language query by adding some or all 

of the translations. This technique can be considered 

the most practical method [19].  Ballesteros and Croft 

[20] developed several methods using MRDs for 

Spanish-English CLIR and then improved the 

effectiveness by many ways including resolving the 

ambiguity [21],[22],[23]. Pirkola [14] studied the 

effects of the query structure and setups in the 

dictionary-based method.  Mohammed Aljlay and 

Ophir Frieder investigated for the Arabic-English 

CLIR [24] (The opposite direction of this paper). They 

investigated MT and MRD to Arabic-English CLIR 

using queries from TREC [25]. They concluded that 

Query Translation for Arabic/English CLIR through 

Machine-readable dictionaries is cost effective as 

compared to the other methods such as parallel 

corpus, Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), and MT. 

Ahmad Hasnah and Martha Evens concluded also in 

[26] that most comprehensive work is to work with 

the bilingual MRD with solving the problems of terms 

translation ambiguity.  

2.4. CLIR for Arabic OCR-Degraded Text  

For handling OCR-Degraded text in CLIR, Darwish 

K. investigated in [51] the different methods for query 

term replacement and he found that Word Term 

Frequency/Document Frequency (WTF/DF) was the 

best evaluated approach of the evaluated ones. He 

proved an approach of producing possible 

replacements for query terms that could have been 

generated by OCR proved to be a useful technique for 

improving retrieval of OCR-degraded text. 

2.5. Comments and Limitations of the 

Previous Work   

As mentioned in [25] and [26], the most cost effective 

and practical method for CLIR is using MRDs. 

Darwish K. work in [51] tried in this direction 

especially in the English/Arabic CLIR supporting also 

OCR-Degraded Text. But however, it suffered from 

some limitations. From the Query Translation 

perspective, it did not provide a solution for the named 

entities, expressions, and the word collocations in 

general. For the OCR-Degraded Text handling, it 

concentrated on the correction of character n-grams 

(up to 7-gram) but it does not take into consideration 

neither the higher n-grams nor the position of this 

character n-gram inside the words. In this paper, we 

try to find a solid solution for the English/Arabic 

CLIR for both the normal and the OCR-Degraded 

Arabic Text overcoming the mentioned limitations. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Prefixes in Arabic Language 

3. The proposed Light Stemmer for 

Arabic Information Retrieval 

 

As per the previous work mentioned in section 2, light 

stemming can be considered as the most effective 

approach for improving Arabic IR rather than 

aggressive stemming or the root extraction. In this 

paper, we propose a light stemmer that normalize then 

lightly stem Arabic words.  

 

The proposed stemmer works on three steps. First, it 

normalizes the Arabic word characters that are written 

differently due to the different writing ways or due to 

the common writing mistakes. This is to unify (‘ي’, 

 to (’ـه’&’ـة‘) and ,’ا‘ to (’ا’, ’آ’, ’ء’, ’إ’,’أ‘) ,’ي’  to (’ى’

The 2 .’ـه‘
nd

 step is to produce the stems as prefix 

stripped, suffix stripped, and both prefix and suffix 
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stripped with always considering the longest 

combinations to form prefixes and same for suffixes. 

The 3
rd

 step is to discard the produced stems that are 

not available in the Arabic dictionary. The available 

affixes are as shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2 [27].  

 

 
 

Fig 2: Suffixes in Arabic Language 

4. The proposed Modern Arabic Corpus 

The proposed Corpus ia a Modern Arabic Corpus that 

would help in the study of Modern Standard Arabic in 

general and to use its statistics to solve the Query 

Translation replacement ambiguity. Moheet portal 

[31] has been chosen as the main data source as it gets 

its news articles from 200 sources from different 

countries, perspectives, and fields. It takes also Arabic 

articles through translation into Arabic from non-

Arabic sources.  
 

Table 1:  Statistics of the established 

 Modern Arabic Corpus 

Category Figures 

Corpus Textual Size   6.8 GB 

Number of Textual Documents  98,000 

Total No. of extracted Arabic words 46,603,112 

No. of unique words (exact)  338,335 

No of unique words (stemmed)  155,561 

 

Moheet Portal has been crawled for 336 continuous 

hours. Articles are parsed to extract the plain Arabic 

words excluding all Latin characters, punctuations, or 

diacritics. Then the result Text database was analyzed 

to get the unique exact words and the unique exact 

stems (after normalization and stemming). The overall 

figures of the Corpus are illustrated in Table 1. 

 

5. Establishing a Word Collocations 

Dictionary and Evaluating Single 

Words Dictionaries  

5.1. Establishing the  proposed Word 

Collocation Dictionary 

To establish this dictionary, we considered WordNet 

as the source of English Word Collocations as it is 

considered as most important resource available to 

researchers in computational linguistics [37]. Table2 

describes some statistics about the WordNet DB. 

 

It has been parsed to extract the collocations 

(expressions, proper noun, and named entities, with 

multi-words). The collocations have been translated 

then reviewed manually [38]. The result Word 

Collocations Dictionary has the figures in Table 3. 

 

Table 2: WordNet Statistics 

POS 
Unique 

Strings 
Synsets POS 

Noun 117097 81426 145104 

Verb 11488 13650 24890 

Adjective 22141 18877 31302 

Adverb 4601 3644 5720 

Total 155327 117597 207016 

 

Table 3: Detailed figures for the  

Collocations Dictionary  

  2-gram 3-gram 4-gram 5-gram 6-gram 7-gram 8-gram Total 

Noun 51,205 7030 1246 268 73 25 29 59,876 

Verb 2,404 297 87 12 5 1 0 2,806 

Adv. 437 294 85 12 1 0 0 829 

Adj. 426 145 0 2 0 2 0 575 

Total 54,472 7,766 1,418 294 79 28 29 64,086 
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5.2. Single Words Dictionaries 

5.2.1.  Dictionary1 

The main goal of producing this dictionary is to 

provide a modern dictionary based on a data that are 

originally from an English/Arabic source and is 

slimmed to cover the practical Arabic meanings to the 

English words. The raw data for this dictionary is an 

English/Arabic dictionary data as one of the outputs of 

the Arabeyes project [32], [33].  

 

The output Dictionary DB has 87,423 English words 

and every English word has from one to two Arabic 

translations. 

5.2.2.  Dictionary2 

The main goal of producing this dictionary is to 

provide a dictionary based on a data that are originally 

extracted from an Arabic/English source. The raw data 

for this dictionary is an Arabic/English Dictionary 

from Computing Research Laboratory (CRL), New 

Mexico State University [39].  

 

The output DB has unique 30,389 English words and 

every English word has from 1 to 248 Arabic 

translations. The average number of Arabic 

translations for every English word is 5.  

5.2.3.  Dictionary3 

The main goal of producing this dictionary is to 

provide a big one based on a data that are originally 

extracted from an English/Arabic source and is as big 

as it covers almost the whole set of available English 

words. The main English words are available from 

CRL dictionary and WordNet [35]. Every word has 

been translated through a free industry-known online 

dictionary [36] and all translations have been 

collected.  

 

The output DB has around 52,000 English words and 

Every English word has from one to 205 English 

translations. Each Arabic word has about 8 

corresponding English translations in average.  

6. The proposed model for CLIR 

through Query Translation 

 

In this section we will introduce our proposed model 

for CLIR through Query Translation. This includes the 

models for Names Transliteration, Single Words 

Translation, collocations Translation, solving the 

ambiguities, and Query Translation. 

6.1. Transliteration Model 

 

The model’s main idea is to check the longest n-gram 

character section in the start of the word to be 

translated directly from the n-gram transliteration 

table, doing the same for the end, of the words, then 

the medium sections of the word. As there are often 

many transliteration probabilities for the same section, 

all these probabilities are taken into consideration due 

to the frequency of the corpus and the probability of 

that section with respect to the transliteration table. 

Table4 illustrates the transliteration table used [39].   

 

Table 4: Transliteration Table  

 

6.2. Single Words Translation Model 

The main idea of the proposed model is to get the 

input as phrase which is not a collocation or a multi-

words expression, tokenize that phrase, remove stop 

words, and get the Arabic equivalent for each word. If 

the English word does not have an Arabic equivalent 

word, then the word will be transliterated through the 

transliteration mode.  

6.3. The Model for checking Collocations 

parts 

The main idea of this model is to check if the current 

part of the search sentence is a part of collocation. 

Continuous checking for that purpose will lead to get 

the longest collocation in the search sentence. For 

example both “United Nations” and “United Nations 

Children’s Fund” are collocations. This continuous 
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checking will succeed in finding the correct 

collocation which is the second one (the longest). The 

main benefit of considering the longest collocation is 

getting the most accurate translation as described in 

the next section in details.  

 

The model checks the entered query words in the 

Word Collocations Dictionary either exact or stemmed 

(through the WordNet rues) taking into consideration 

that only base forms of words even those comprising 

collocations, are stored in WordNet [40].  

6.4. Solving Translation / Transliteration 

Ambiguity   

Every single English word –that are available in 

dictionaries- has one or more Arabic Equivalents up to 

248 ones (as in Dictionary2). Also, a word that is not 

available in dictionaries and has to be transliterated 

has many probabilities as every character has one or 

many probability. A word Like Lincoln will have 18 

Arabic transliterations.  As the query may have many 

words, the ambiguity will be very high.  In this section 

we propose several methodologies for solving the 

ambiguity of translation and transliteration trough 

collocations dictionary, using corpus, and using 

transliteration probabilities. 

6.4.1.  Word Collocations Dictionary 

If the query has the phrase "United Nations Children's 

Fund", the direct translation will be for every words 

respectively (20, 6, 14, 19). This means that only this 

English phrase would have 20*6*14*19=31,920 

Arabic translations which is totally unpractical 

especially that the mentioned English phrase has only 

one Arabic translation which is " صندوق ا�مم المتحدة
 Using the proposed collocation ." لرعاية الطفولة

dictionary solves this problem and gives the correct 

translation accurately and directly. 

 

If the word is not a part of a word collocation, the next 

two methods (transliteration probabilities and Corpus) 

are used.  

6.4.2.  N-gram Transliteration probabilities  

This method used in case that the word is not a part of 

a collocation and is not available in the dictionary. IT 

proposes Arabic word which is the result of 

concatenating the Arabic character(s) which have the 

highest transliteration probability to each English 

character(s), with respect to the transliteration table 

made by Nasreen AbdulJaleel and Leah S. Larkey 

after their statistical study [ 39]. 

6.4.3.  Corpus  

This handles both cases for translation or even 

transliteration.It is working by always sorting the 

transliterations/translation of every word in the query 

descending according to their frequencies in the 

corpus. The resulting Arabic query will have the most 

used Arabic translation/transliteration for every 

English word.  

6.5. The Segmentation & Query Translation 

Model 

The proposed English to Arabic query translation 

model works with all the proposed models to produce 

an accurate Query Translation.  . Fig 3 describes the 

model in the "Query Translation" part. 

 

7. Improving Arabic OCR-Degraded 

Text Retrieval 

 

In this section introduces the final step of the proposed 

model which is handling the Arabic OCR errors.   It 

starts with defining the OCR accuracy, presenting the 

model for simulating Arabic OCR errors, and 

establishing the real training and test sets. 

7.1. Defining the OCR accuracy 

Scientists and OCR commercial providers usually 

consider the OCR accuracy from character point of 

view as the below definition considering the error as 

character insertion, substation, or deletion:.  

 

n

Errors ofNumber  -n
 Accuracy Character =

 

 

Where n is the total number of characters in the 

correct text ("groundtruth") [52]. 

 

However, this definition is considered sometimes 

misleading from many of the OCR commercial 

consumers who prefer to count the OCR accuracy 

from word point of view. Considering a sample page 

of 200 words that contain 100 character in total, 

assuming the OCR output of this page having only 10 

character errors each in a separate word, this means 

character accuracy of 98% where it means word 

accuracy of 90%. This difference is one of the reasons 

of considering complete words in modeling the OCR 

Errors in this paper. 

7.2. Modeling the OCR errors 

Generally the current models for simulating OCR-

Errors are mainly depending on a 1-gram and 
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sometimes n-gram character replacement algorithm. 

However, in Arabic, as character shape defers up to its 

position in the words (begin, middle, end, Isolated). 

So, it is too difficult to include all these variables (7-

gram character for example) plus the character 

position in one model.  

 

The proposed model is a word based noisy channel 

model. It will be trained and tested on the complete 

words from both the training and test sets.  

 

 
 

Fig 3: The Query Translation and Expansion Model  

7.3. Improving IR for Arabic OCR-

Degraded Text through Orthographic 

Query Expansion 

 

The proposed Orthographic Query Expansion model 

attempts to find different mis-recognized versions of a 

query word in the text being searched. It starts by 

checking every word in the Arabic Query against the 

word DB resulted from training the model of 

simulating the Arabic OCR errors on the established 

Training Set. Then the query is expanded by every 

word found as a probable mistaken word provided by 

the OCR. Fig 3 in the "Arabic Query Expansion" part 

illustrate the model and Fig 4 illustrates an illustrative 

example. 

 

 
 

Fig 4: Example of Query Translation and 

Orthographic Expansion 

 

Orthographic Query expansion depends directly on the 

simulation of the OCR-Errors and so we can consider 

its accuracy as the accuracy of the OCR-Errors 

simulation model.  
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Fig 5: Training Set Statistics  

7.4. Establishing the Training and Test Sets 

For establishing the Training and Test Sets, a pool of 

150 long documents from the corpus have been 

reformatted to have one word per line, converted to 

image based document (PDF) using "Adobe Acrobat 

Professional" [53], then the Arabic OCR process 

(through Sakhr OCR [41] ) has been applied on them 

to have as a result 150 long documents (30 pages 
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each) with their original text and the corresponding 

OCR-Degraded Text.  

  

Table 5: Training Set Statistics 

Tr

n. 

Set 

siz

e 

(no

. of 

do

cs) 

No. of 

all 

tested 

cases 

(total 

number 

of 

words) 

No. of 

uniqu

e 

cases 

(same 

Org. / 

Deg. 

pair 

of 

words

) 

No. of 

unique 

OCR-

degrad

ed 

words 

Numb

er of 

words 

read 

correc

tly by 

the 

OCR 

No. of 

words 

read 

wrong

ly by 

the 

OCR 

(real 

trainin

g 

pairs) 

Max 

no. of 

n-gram 

chars 

i.e.  

longest 

word 

(Deg. / 

Org) 

5 4429 1367 1321 2720 1709 15/14 

10 8003 1992 1927 4851 3152 15/14 

15 11266 2557 2468 6907 4359 15/14 

20 14043 2943 2836 8588 5455 15/14 

25 16946 3296 3174 10376 6570 15/14 

30 19485 3712 3577 11906 7579 15/14 

35 22106 3960 3818 13514 8592 15/14 

40 25344 4335 4181 15473 9871 15/14 

45 27832 4546 4373 16970 10862 15/14 

50 30114 4799 4617 18295 11819 15/14 

55 32660 5169 4980 19795 12865 15/14 

60 34932 5381 5186 21116 13816 15/14 

65 37374 5592 5382 22538 14836 15/14 

70 39975 5952 5728 24109 15866 15/14 

75 42275 6158 5929 25511 16764 15/14 

80 44621 6366 6131 26912 17709 16/14 

85 47002 6572 6333 28378 18624 16/14 

90 49298 6730 6481 29724 19574 16/14 

95 51659 6901 6646 31151 20508 16/14 

10

0 

53910 7184 6921 32527 21383 16/14 

 

7.5. Training Set Statistics 

To be able to examine the accuracy of modeling the 

OCR errors against different sizes of Training Set, 

different sets of documents have been selected from 

the Training and Test Set Pool. These sets have the 

range from 5 to 100 relatively long documents (550-

900). Statistics about the Training Set are illustrated in  

Table 5 and FIG 5.  

7.6. Defining the Model Accuracy 

 

The following definition has been considered to define 

the accuracy for modeling the OCR errors: 

 

rdsDegradedWoTotalOCR

lacementsAccurateRp
Accuracy TSSn

TSSn
_

=
 

 

i.e. AccuracyTSSn (for certain Training Set Size) equals 

the no of accurate replacements (with respect to the 

training set size) divided by the total number of OCR-

Degraded words. 

 

In other words, if the mistaken OCR-degraded word is 

available in the training set with the correct original 

word, then this will be considered as accurate 

replacement. Otherwise, it will be considered as not 

accurate. The accuracy for a specified training set size 

is the number of accurate replacements  that are 

available in this Training-Set, divided by the total 

number of the OCR-Degraded words. 

8. Experiments 

 

Experiments have been performed to test every option 

in the model (drawn in Fig 3). This is including the 

Query Translation accuracy with the different 

parameters and options for translation, transliteration, 

and solving ambiguities. Then, the Orthographic 

Query Expansion part has been tested against different 

training set sizes. 

 

 

Table 6: Testing results of the Query Translation 

Model – Collocations Coverage and Accuracy 

Coverage for the fed collocations 95% 

Accuracy for the collocations 

translation  
95% 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7: Testing results of the Query Translation 

Model– Transliteration Coverage and Solving  

 

Ambiguity 

 
Corpus 

Transliteration 

Probabilities 

The real accurate 

translation is one of the 

produced transliteration 

90% 

1
st
 hit is the best one of 

the produced  translation  
70% 63% 

1
st
 hit is the real best 

translation / translation 
60% 54% 

 

100 queries have been fed to the Query Translation 

Model with. Every query has from one to 9 English 

words including proper names and queries about 

different fields (political, history, shopping, events, 
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tourism, and miscellaneous).  The experiments 

analyzed the effect of the proposed models on solving 

the translation ambiguity using the collocations 

dictionary, the different single words dictionaries, and 

the proposed corpus. The experiments also examined 

the transliteration model efficiency and solving the 

transliteration ambiguity through both the corpus 

statistics and the characters transliteration 

probabilities. Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8 summarize 

the results. 

 

Table 8: Summary Testing results of the Query 

Translation Model – Single Words Dictionaries 

Coverage and Solving Ambiguity 

 Dict. 1 Dict. 2 Dict. 3 

The real accurate 

translation is one of the 

produced translation 

94% 82% 94% 

1st hit is the best one of 

the produced 

translation 

98% 95% 80% 

1st hit is the real best 

translation 
92% 78% 75 

 

 

For the Orthographic Query expansion part, which 

depends directly on the OCR-Errors Simulation 

model, 50 documents from the Training and Test Set 

pool have been selected as the Test set. There is no 

intersection between the Training and Test sets. 

TABLE 9 illustrates the statistics of the Test set.  Fig 

6 illustrates the model accuracy across different 

training set sizes.  

 

 

Table 9: Test Set Statistics for the OCR-Errors 

Simulation Model 

Category Statistical 

Number 

No of documents (long documents) 50 

No of unique pairs (Original word-degraded 

word) 

4208 

Total no. of words 26,579 

No of words read correctly 15, 823 

No of words read wrong 10,756 

No of words read wrong and (and not read as 

NULL) 

10,175 

9. Conclusions  

 

The most important contribution was proposing the 

Query Translation and Expansion model which covers 

the collocation, transliteration and the normal single 

English words inside the Query and expands the 

Arabic query to handle the expected Arabic OCR 

Errors. 

 

The collocation detection and translation model, 

supported by the well-introduced collocation 

dictionary, gives high accuracy in detecting and 

translating collocations even when they are written in 

non exact way (derivations). The only non-detected 

collocations are those which are local one like 'African 

Cup' i.e. as the collocation dictionary size increases, 

the collocation detection, translation, and so the 

overall query translation accuracy will also be 

enhanced. 
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Fig 6: Accuracy of the OCR-Errors Simulation model  

 

Solving the transliteration ambiguity is effective 

through either the corpus or the n-gram character 

transliteration probabilities. However, the corpus 

option gave better results.  

 

The three single words dictionaries gave different 

results, yet compared with the other two dictionaries, 

Dictionary 1, which is based on “ArabeYes” project 

data, gave a significant accuracy although it is much 

smaller. This highlights the importance for the 

dictionary for Query Translation to be modern and 

practical. The 2 other dictionaries gave many possible 

Arabic equivalents, even if they are rarely used or are 

likely to mislead in query translation. The corpus may 

give those non-relevant translations a weight, not 

because it is the correct translation in this case, but 

may be because the term is frequently used in general, 

but indicating another meaning rather than what is 

meant in the query. 

Orthographic Query expansion based on the proposed 

model for simulating the OCR errors starts with giving 

intermediate accuracy with very limited training set 

then high accuracy after increasing the size of the 

training set. 
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